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Recent Market Volatility
February 2018
fter a period of relative
calm in the markets, in
recent days the increase in
volatility in the stock market has
resulted in renewed anxiety for many
investors.
From February 1–5, the US
market (as measured by the
Russell 3000 Index1) fell almost
6%, resulting in many investors
wondering what the future holds and
if they should make changes to their
portfolios. While it may be difficult
to remain calm during a substantial
market decline, it is important to
remember that volatility is a normal
part of investing. Additionally,
for long-term investors, reacting
emotionally to volatile markets may
be more detrimental to portfolio
performance than the drawdown
itself.
INTRA-YEAR DECLINES
Exhibit 1 (on page 4) shows calendar
year returns for the US stock market
since 1979, as well as the largest
intra-year declines that occurred
during a given year. During this
period, the average intra-year decline
was about 14%. About half of the
years observed had declines of more
than 10%, and around a third had
declines of more than 15%. Despite
substantial intra-year drops, calendar
year returns were positive in 32 years
out of the 37 examined. This goes
to show just how common market
declines are and how difficult it is to

say whether a large intra-year decline
will result in negative returns over
the entire year.
REACTING IMPACTS
PERFORMANCE
If one was to try and time the market
in order to avoid the potential
losses associated with periods of
increased volatility, would this help
or hinder long-term performance?
If current market prices aggregate
the information and expectations of
market participants, stock mispricing
cannot be systematically exploited
through market timing. In other
words, it is unlikely that investors
can successfully time the market,
and if they do manage it, it may be
a result of luck rather than skill.
Further complicating the prospect
of market timing being additive to
portfolio performance is the fact that
a substantial proportion of the total
return of stocks over long periods
comes from just a handful of days.
Since investors are unlikely to be
able to identify in advance which
days will have strong returns and
which will not, the prudent course
is likely to remain invested during
periods of volatility rather than jump
in and out of stocks. Otherwise, an
investor runs the risk of being on
the sidelines on days when returns
happen to be strongly positive.
Exhibit 2 helps illustrate this
point. It shows the annualized
compound return of the S&P 500
Index going back to 1990 and
illustrates the impact of missing out
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verall, 2017 was a great year
for US equity markets and
the prior eight years were
pretty good too. 2018 started off well
but volatility soon joined the mix in
February and continued in March as
we saw days with triple digit gains
and losses to market indexes. What
is causing this volatility and what, if
anything, should investors try to do
about it?
Market volatility is caused by
uncertainty. Current issues impacting
the markets include tariffs and trade,
tax reform, interest rates and politics
to name a few. So what should we
do about it? The answer is to remain
calm, although we know that is easier
said than done. Short-term volatility is
part of equity investing and is the risk
that provides the excess return over
investments like cash, CDs or bonds.
Equities provide for the growth of
capital over inflation. That is important
as a hedge over the rising costs in
everyday living expenses.
Over the long-term, equity
investments have provided superior
returns over fixed income investments.
There are always going to be issues
in the news that affect the markets in
one way or another. Therefore, unless
your time horizon or risk tolerance has
changed, ignore the “white noise” and
stay focused on the long-term. As the
last nine years has demonstrated, you
will be glad you did.
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Exhibit 1
US Market Intra-Year Gains and Declines vs. Calendar Year Returns
1979–2017

In US dollars. US Market is measured by the Russell 3000 Index. Largest Intra-Year Gain refers to the largest
market increase from trough to peak during the year. Largest Intra-Year Decline refers to the largest market
decrease from peak to trough during the year. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner of the trademarks,
service marks, and copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.

Exhibit 2
Performance of the S&P 500 Index
1990–2017

on just a few days of strong returns.
The bars represent the hypothetical
growth of $1,000 over the period and
show what happened if you missed
the best single day during the period
and what happened if you missed a
handful of the best single days. The
data shows that being on the sidelines
for only a few of the best single days
in the market would have resulted in
substantially lower returns than the
total period had to offer.
CONCLUSION
While market volatility can be
nerve-racking for investors, reacting
emotionally and changing long-term
investment strategies in response to
short-term declines could prove more
harmful than helpful. By adhering to
a well-thought-out investment plan,
ideally agreed upon in advance of
periods of volatility, investors may
be better able to remain calm during
periods of short-term uncertainty.
Source: Dimensional Fund Advisors LP
Frank Russell Company is the source and
owner of the trademarks, service marks, and
copyrights related to the Russell Indexes.
1

In US dollars. For illustrative purposes. The missed best day(s) examples assume that the hypothetical portfolio
fully divested its holdings at the end of the day before the missed best day(s), held cash for the missed best
day(s), and reinvested the entire portfolio in the S&P 500 at the end of the missed best day(s). Annualized returns
for the missed best day(s) were calculated by substituting actual returns for the missed best day(s) with zero.
S&P data © 2018 S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, a division of S&P Global. All rights reserved. One-Month US
T- Bills is the IA SBBI US 30 Day TBill TR USD, provided by Ibbotson Associates via Morningstar Direct. Data
is calculated off rounded daily index values.

The ABCs of Behavioral Biases
(A – F)
et’s continue with the third
installment our alphabetic tour of
common behavioral biases that
distract otherwise rational investors
from making best choices about
their wealth. Today, we’ll tackle fear,
framing, greed and herd mentality.
FEAR
What is it? You know what fear is, but
it may be less obvious how it works.
As Jason Zweig describes in “Your
Money & Your Brain,” if your brain
perceives a threat, it spews chemicals
like corticosterone that “flood your
body with fear signals before you are
consciously aware of being afraid.”
Some suggest this isn’t really “fear,”
since you don’t have time to think
before you act. Call it what you will,
this bias can heavily influence your
next moves – for better or worse.
When is it helpful? Of course there
are times you probably should be
afraid, with no time for studious
reflection about a life-saving act. If
you are reading this today, it strongly
suggests you and your ancestors
have made good use of these sorts of
survival instincts many times over.
When is it harmful? Zweig and others
have described how our brain reacts
to a plummeting market in the same
way it responds to a physical threat
like a rattlesnake. While you may be
well-served to leap before you look
at a snake, doing the same with your
investments can bite you. Also, our
financial fears are often misplaced.
We tend to overcompensate for
more memorable risks like a market
correction, while ignoring more subtle
ones that can be just as harmful or
much easier to prevent like inflation,

eroding your spending power over
time.
FRAMING
What is it? “Thinking, Fast and Slow,”
Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman
defines the effects of framing as
follows: “Different ways of presenting
the same information often evoke
different emotions.” For example, he
explains how consumers tend to prefer
cold cuts labeled “90% fat-free” over
those labeled “10% fat.” By narrowly
framing the information, we fail to
consider all the facts as a whole.
When is it helpful? Have you ever
faced an enormous project or goal
that left you feeling overwhelmed?
Framing helps us take on seemingly
insurmountable challenges by focusing
on one step at a time until the job is
done. In this context, it can be a helpful
assistant.
When is it harmful? To achieve your
personal financial goals, you’ve got to
do more than score isolated victories
in the market, you’ve got to “win the
war.” As UCLA’s Shlomo Benartzi
describes in a Wall Street Journal piece,
this demands strategic planning and
unified portfolio management, with
individual holdings considered within
the greater context. Investors who
instead succumb to narrow framing
often end up falling off-course and
incurring unnecessary costs by chasing
or fleeing isolated investments.
GREED
What is it? Like fear, greed requires
no formal introduction. In investing,
the term usually refers to our tendency
to greedily chase hot stocks, sectors or

markets, hoping to score larger-thanlife returns. In doing so, we ignore the
oversized risks typically involved as
well.
When is it helpful? In Oliver Stone’s
Oscar-winning movie “Wall Street,”
Gordon Gekko (based on the notorious
real-life trader Ivan Boesky) makes
a valid point … to a point: “[G]reed,
for lack of a better word, is good. …
Greed, in all of its forms; greed for life,
for money, for love, knowledge has
marked the upward surge of mankind.”
In other words, there are times when
a little greed – call it ambition – can
inspire greater achievements.
When is it harmful? In stock market
terms, greed and fear become a
two-sided coin that you flip at your
own peril. Heads or tails, both are
accompanied by chemical responses to
stimuli we’re unaware of and have little
to no control over. Overindulging in
either extreme can lead to unnecessary
trading at the worst times.
HERD MENTALITY
What is it? Mooove over, cows.
You’ve got nothing on us humans, who
instinctively recoil or rush headlong
into excitement when we see others
doing the same. “The idea that people
conform to the behavior of others is
among the most accepted principles
of psychology,” say Gary Belsky and
Thomas Gilovich in “Why Smart
People Make Big Money Mistakes.”
When is it helpful? If you’ve ever
gone to a great new restaurant or
followed a fashion trend that everyone
is wearing you’ve been influenced
by herd mentality. “Mostly such
conformity is a good thing, and it’s
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one of the reasons that societies are able to function,” say Belsky and Gilovich. It
helps us create order out of chaos in traffic, legal and governmental systems alike.
When is it harmful? Whenever a piece of the market is on a hot run or in a
cold plunge, herd mentality intensifies our greedy or fearful chain reaction to the
random event that generated the excitement to begin with. Once the dust settles,
those who have reacted to the near-term noise are usually the ones who end up
overpaying for the “privilege” of chasing or fleeing temporary trends instead of
staying the course toward their long-term goals. As Warren Buffett has famously
said, “Investors should remember that excitement and expenses are their enemies.
And if they insist on trying to time their participation in equities, they should try
to be fearful when others are greedy and greedy only when others are fearful.”
Stay tuned for the next group of behavioral biases to be covered in the Summer
2018 newsletter!

Charles Schwab & Company
Cash Feature Update
s mentioned in a prior newsletter, Charles Schwab is slowing migrating
clients from its various money market sweep options to its FDIC-insured
bank sweep feature option. The next iteration of this change will update additional
client accounts in March and April. This is being done to provide a FDIC-insured
default option for cash in client accounts and it will also greatly simplify things
by have one default option instead of many to choose from. This seamless process
will be repeated again this summer as Schwab makes its way through its database
of client accounts and will go on until all the client accounts have been updated.
If you have any questions please feel free to give us a call.
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